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Abstract: In 1914 and 1915 war fictions of wildly patriotic crowds and an exciting war of movement overwhelmed the book and magazine market for youth, displacing fairy tales, foreign classics, girls’ novels, and antiwar Socialist fiction. In the most lurid of these narratives, male teenagers volunteered against their parents’ wishes and fought with stupendous prowess. Police records show that though some deputy commanding generals prohibited this fiction, youth from a variety of social classes regularly circumvented the bans. The reading experience of the war youth generation arguably prepared them for the nationalism and militarism of right-wing organizations after 1918.

In the decades before the First World War, several developments in Germany sparked a thriving industry in books and magazines for youths. The liberal Reich press law of 1874 freed publishers from state regulation. Advances in printing technologies like the typesetting machine and the rotary press cheapened publishing and increased profit margins. Above all, the prosperity after 1893, the achievement of near-universal literacy, and the substantial increase in leisure time gave the first generation of youth from a broad spectrum of regions and social classes the money, time, and desire to buy and read printed matter. Even those who could not afford to own many books had access to them in the abundant public and paid lending libraries. On the eve of the war, reading had become by far the most popular leisure activity. After 1914, it gradually lost ground to cinema and radio as the dominant mass media for youths. Because of television, it never again achieved its importance.

In 1914 youth reading culture was arguably more vibrant than at any other time in German history.

Reading exposed the generation born after the founding of the Reich to nationalism and militarism. Because publishers targeted a national market in pursuit of higher profits, youth generally read the same magazines and novels in Stuttgart or Ulm as in Berlin or Hamburg. Furthermore, the majority of the authors who had the education to write for youth—and the publishers who had the money to finance them—came from aristocratic and middle-class families, and many were staunch supporters of German imperialism. These authors, such as the erstwhile elementary schoolteacher Wilhelm Kotzde, or the retired cavalry general Fedor von Zobeltitz, made it a priority to promote nationalism and militarism. Less concerned about bourgeois decorum, they adopted the lurid adventure story as their model, and the
sensationalism ensured commercial success. The poor quality of most youth literature meant that, in contrast to Great Britain and the United States, Germany did not experience a "golden age" of youth literature in the Wilhelmine era (1890–1918). The period produced no corpus equivalent to the innumerable English-language classics like The Jungle Book (1894), The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (1892), The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900), Peter Pan (1904), The Wind in the Willows (1908), The Secret Garden (1909), and Tarzan of the Apes (1912). To readers today, the stories for youth from the Wilhelmine period seem crass, chauvinist, even silly. With the exception of the cowboy and adventure stories by Karl May and a few others, none are still read. Nevertheless, novels of Germans fighting for national greatness had endorsement and financing from the military, middle-class nationalists, and prominent Pan-Germanists such as Heinrich Claß and August Keim. Though the war stories were poorly written, youth found them engaging. In the decades before 1914, they became one of the most popular genres for male youth in particular.

The reading of this literature, together with family, schooling, and recreation, transmitted the idea that manhood was tied to youthful vigor—what Theodore Roosevelt called "strenuous masculinity" and in Europe and North America became a dominant concept of manliness in the early twentieth century. In Germany more than other countries, the middle class saw this strenuous masculinity in the vitality of the soldier, whose prestige after 1900 grew in response to the international crises of colonialism and the public's fears of national effeminacy and degeneration. In youth literature, youthful manliness had origins that went back to the mid-nineteenth century in the military histories by Gustav Nieritz and Franz Hoffmann. After their commercial successes and the onset of German imperialism in the 1890s, authors turned to more graphic and violent stories of contemporary battles in the colonies. These stories projected a masculinity whose model was the courageous and merciless young soldier, the warrior fiercely loyal to the nation. In the years before the outbreak of the war, this literature inspired middle-class male teenagers like Georg Heym to fantasize in their diaries and letters that a European war would end their alienation and boredom. The promise of adventure and manhood in this patriotic youth literature doubtlessly inspired tens of thousands of other young men to volunteer in August 1914.

This article suggests, however, that war literature was less popular than other genres for youth before 1914 but that it became the most popular genre during the First World War. Moreover, after 1914 the tone of the nationalism and militarism intensified. Youth literature during the war accordingly transmitted to a wider audience than before the myths of heroism, patriotism, sacrifice, afterlife, adventure, and manhood. Like teachers and leaders of youth clubs, most authors of youth literature wanted to mobilize youth in support of the war and reproduced the same patriotic portraits, shibboleths, and concepts of "the Spirit of 1914" that dominated adult literature. They depicted the German people in August 1914 as transfixed by
the universal enthusiasm for the war and committed to forging unity and ending all social and political conflicts. Their stories portrayed girls and boys whose bravery and sacrifice ensured Germany’s victory. Like priests and ministers, they spread the theological idea of a “holy war,” the notion that war was willed by God and that the patriotism of soldiers guaranteed their entry into heaven. Above all, in casting conditions on the front war positively, the authors distorted the industrial slaughter on the front. This distortion was not intentional: the military censored first-hand knowledge, and many in the middle found the second-hand accounts of the horrors too hard to swallow. Furthermore, the authors of youth literature retained ideas about war that had dominated Romanticism, the old regime, and Western literature since the Iliad. As George Mosse argued, two world wars ultimately discredited these “myths of the war experience” in Europe. But even late in the war, the myths comforted Germans’ distress by assuring them that millions were not dying in vain. The myths of the war experience have perhaps been a necessary part of conducting all wars, whether they were defensive, religious, just, colonial, racial, or revolutionary. But the First World War marked the first time that the abundance of books infused youths with these concepts, the first time literature mobilized masses of youth for war.

Moreover, for boys, the idea that they achieved manhood through war made them susceptible to nationalism and militarism. In league with military officers and youth workers (Jugendpfleger), teachers and authors of youth literature intentionally or unintentionally whetted young readers’ appetites for the most lurid adventure stories in war. War penny dreadfuls (Kriegsschundeschriften) not only cultivated nationalism and militarism in young readers but created a culture, among boys in particular, of disobeying adults and state authority. In this context of anti-authoritarian behavior and fantasies about military conflict and national greatness, males in the war youth generation—the boys, born from 1900 to 1908, who would not experience the front—began to develop the political views that after 1918 moved them to join fascist and radical right paramilitary groups with greater frequency than those just a few years older.

The Transformation of Youth Literature in War

Despite its moderate popularity, patriotic war literature before 1914 competed with a broader set of youth genres. In peacetime, girls’ novels invoked little of the nationalist and militarist themes common in novels for boys, for example. Instead, the hundreds of novels modeled on Emmy von Rhoden’s Trotzkopf (1885) traced female youths’ conflicts balancing the feminine values of passivity and selflessness against the reality that middle-class women who did not marry as teenagers needed to be proactive in learning trades. Boys and girls also regularly bought or borrowed German romantic masterpieces: Goethe’s Götz von Berlichingen, Schiller’s Wilhelm Tell, Kleist’s Michael Kohlhaas, Lessing’s Minna von Barnhelm, as well as translations of foreign classics like Jules Verne’s Twenty Thousand Leagues under
the Sea, James Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking Tales, and Daniel Dafoe’s Robinson Crusoe. The most popular genre of youth literature before 1914 remained fairy tales; youth had access not only to editions collected by the Grimms but also to hundreds of new ones published every year. Finally, becoming wildly popular in the decade before the war were the penny dreadfuls, the cheap, lurid paperbacks targeted for young customers, with adventure tales of American and British characters like Buffalo Bill, Nick Carter, Lord Lister, and Texas Jack. Taken together, this literature, lacking nationalist or militarist themes, constituted the lion’s share of books and stories for youth.9

Another limit on imperialist war literature was the middle-class and Socialist movements before 1914 that contested the genre’s value. Though being a military man was a mark of status in Wilhelmine Germany, much of middle-class Germany in fact favored a masculinity based on self-control and fatherhood. This ideal clashed with the masculinity of youthful release and aggression in the imperialist stories.10 The poor quality of most patriotic literature also irked parents and teachers. Pedagogically minded reformers like Heinrich Wolgast pointed out that stories by Goethe were better for the nation’s youth than novels of teenagers fighting natives in East Africa and other far-flung places. Though accused of being an “enemy of the Fatherland” by the Pan-Germanists, Wolgast published popular lists of good books for children in his monthly journal, Jugendschrift-Warte, that shaped the offerings in Germany’s stores and libraries. Much of the German middle class agreed with him that the prowess and impetuosity of fictional pubescent soldiers was distasteful. They consequently bought the editions of classics published by Dürerbund and the other reputable houses Wolgast sponsored.11 While the Social Democratic Party (SPD) did not work directly with Wolgast, its members sympathized considerably with his cause. Their increasingly popular youth organizations prohibited patriotic literature in their lending libraries. In 1906 Karl Kautsky and Clara Zetkin successfully petitioned the party to create and disseminate a youth literature expressly intended to combat militarism and jingoism. With over a third of the popular vote in 1912, the Social Democratic Party together with Wolgast ensured that most books published for youth in Germany until 1914 had nothing to do with war. Their efforts also meant that many books for youth were antiwar.12

By contrast, in August 1914 war literature for youth and adults saturated the book market and displaced all the other genres. Like teachers and school reformers, the vast majority of authors of youth literature in 1914 wanted to mobilize German youth for the war. Helping them were shabby publishing houses such as Mignon and prestigious ones such as Ullstein, Reclam, and Cotta. The publishers quickly realized that war books not only improved their reputation as good patriots but also earned them fat profits in contracts with the army and sales to a young public hungry to read about the war. All the new issues of penny dreadfuls and almost all the new hardcovers for youth from 1914 to 1918 were about the war. Likewise, in magazines for youth the war became the overwhelmingly dominant topic. War books occupied
the commanding position in advertisements and shop windows. War and patriotism even permeated girls’ novels (before the war, girls’ novels had no militarist or nationalist content). Though the subject of war diminished in dominance after 1915, it remained the most persistent theme in 1918 and beyond—the war books were in fact durable favorites well into the Weimar Republic and the Nazi period.13

The nationalism and militarism in youth literature resonated in a brasher key, in part because the Burgfrieden, the agreement of all the political parties to cooperate, and “the Spirit of 1914,” the putative enthusiasm for the war, silenced the Socialist and middle class critics. Although the political settlement started unraveling in 1915, Social Democratic leadership over the course of the war respected the army’s request to close their antiwar presses and purge their libraries of pacifist literature. Under the direct authority of Friedrich Ebert, the SPD chairman eager to appease the army, Socialist youth leaders like Karl Korn and Heinrich Schulz reminded readers in the youth yearbooks to cease political struggle. They also published poems that praised the loyalty of soldiers and the victories of the military.14 This content mirrored the bland patriotism in the SPD youth weekly, Arbeiterjugend, and flaunted the prewar traditions of antimilitarism. Youths who wanted Socialist antiwar literature had to procure the smuggled copies published in Switzerland by Willi Münzenberger and other exiled Socialist internationalists. But government repression of these internationalists made finding their publications difficult. Few read them.

The deluge of patriotic enthusiasm at the outbreak of the war also isolated Wolgast and almost all other middle-class critics of the war. After 1914, many of Wolgast’s most ardent supporters encouraged the reading of war literature as a way to mobilize youth patriotically. Before the war reformers like Johannes Tews, the former elementary schoolteacher who edited Volksbildung, the monthly review of good literature, had spat with radical nationalist authors like Kotzde. But after 1914, Tews endorsed the patriotic war literature.15 Authors justified their focus on the war by invoking the slogans common in the pedagogical press as well, such as “let the spirit of the times influence” children and permit children to “experience the great times.”16 Wolgast consequently gave up his crusade against chauvinist youth literature and halted publication of Jugendschrift-Warte for the first year and a half of the war. Inspired by the first criticisms of the war in the pedagogical press, however, he revived the journal in early 1916, though by then the corpus of youth literature about the current war was already on the bookshelves.17 The profits were financing new war books that both working-class and middle-class youth still craved.

Another change in youth literature was that editors lifted the taboo on nationalist subjects previously deemed political. Paragraph 17 of the Reich Association Law (1908) forbade political topics in youth associations or publications for youths. But early in the war, authors reasoned that the patriotic transformation of Germany created new conditions that invalidated the old rules. For example, the editors of the popular magazine Der gute Kamerad argued:
[We] have up to now avoided politics—that is, talking about any slippery agitation pursued by the government or political parties.... But now that the god of war is sweeping through almost all of Europe, it seems appropriate to break the rule and make an exception for purely patriotic reasons.18

Later, this practice continued. For example, the editor of Deutsche Mädchen-Zeitung regularly engaged in some of the most controversial political discussions, including the peace-treaty negotiations in Brest-Litovsk and dialogs about the necessity of unrestricted submarine warfare.19 Oral histories suggest that before 1914 schoolchildren had had little knowledge of bitter political debates such as those during the Morocco Crises or the negotiations over the Navy bills. But after August 1914, they were intimately engaged in international relations.20 Picture books anthropomorphized England as a nefarious schoolboy in need of a good whipping; novels had male and female characters whose favorite activity was to show “good German hate” toward England.21

Youth literature offered a variety of views on the war, but the positive ones overwhelmed the negative ones. Authors recognized in their stories that the war was sometimes “terrible” and occasionally described it cynically or in dark and ominous language. After chronicling the incredible heroic exploits of a zealous schoolboy, one novel offered a sober assessment of the war’s toll: “He is so emaciated that he is hardly recognizable. He is only a shadow of what he once was. He doesn’t cry, he doesn’t complain. In that, he is his old self. He has found himself in his fate. But there is a dreadful sadness in his look and facial expressions, which reveals that it is enormously difficult for him.”22 But these negative portrayals of the war did not command the focus of the stories; with few exceptions, they were accompanied by warm approval for the greatness of the war. They showed that the characters had to sacrifice to be heroes. In general, the Burgfrieden and the threat of government censorship silenced authors skeptical of the war. Furthermore, most authors came from the nationalist middle-class urban milieu that supported the war robustly. Consequently, wholly negative portraits of the war were as rare for youths to read as they were for adults. Even though youth literature was not on the radar of the censor, in a survey of over 700 stories I found only a single one published between 1914 and 1918 that could be construed as openly antiwar: a Punch and Judy show in which a man avoided conscription by murdering a policeman.23

Most youth war literature minimized the horrors of the front, but the positive affirmation of the war in youth literature after 1915 had less to do with the continued popularity of the war than with the material shortages that prevented publications of books with darker pronouncements about the war. Late in the war, with people on the home front starving and millions of soldiers dead or wounded, some magazines published for middle-class youth in fact avoided the war. Those that depicted the war had few stories with themes of enthusiasm, jubilation, or renewal; the language in the war stories became dry and technical, the soldiers automatons
doing their duty.\textsuperscript{24} Further, this dispassionate youth war literature was not produced in the same quantities as the earlier “Spirit of 1914” books and articles, because after 1915 paper and labor shortages made publishing many books and long magazines prohibitively expensive.\textsuperscript{25} In the last three years of the war, Germany published far fewer books for youths than it had in the first year and a half. Lending libraries remained full of the earlier war books but had trouble making new purchases after 1915. Thus, the ideas of war in 1914 and 1915 dominated the later, more negative ones.\textsuperscript{26}

The Enthusiastic Home Front

Though recent research has suggested that Germans in August 1914 were as anxious as they were supportive of the war, most stories and novels about the home front portrayed Germans from all social classes in enthusiastic and wildly patriotic crowds. The crowds cheered the volunteers; gave out flowers, chocolate, and other war alms (\textit{Liebesgaben}); and celebrated the early military victories.\textsuperscript{27} If the plot and character development of stories for girls and boys did not begin with this depiction of “the Spirit of 1914,” they revolved around its memory.\textsuperscript{28} As in the larger public sphere, national greatness came from national unity, and the \textit{Burgfrieden} figured centrally. The authors of youth war literature reproduced the slogans of the Kaiser: “I know no parties, I know now only Germans,”\textsuperscript{29} and the Social Democrats: “We won’t abandon the Fatherland in the hour of danger.”\textsuperscript{30} They also transmitted the myths of a classless society: “All differences among the people ceased; there were no more workers and no more factory owners; everyone knew himself to be internally united in feeling German, fiercely prepared to sacrifice life and property for the protection of the threatened Fatherland!”\textsuperscript{31} For youths in towns or neighborhoods that did not participate in the August 1914 celebration, the literature gave the impression that an absence of effusive patriotism was an exception. A young worker had only to consider the story of a young Social Democrat, who, irritated at accusations before 1914 that he was not a patriot, celebrated the war and happily fought with young middle-class men.\textsuperscript{32} Whether or not the enthusiasm of August 1914 was a myth, it had a reality in both the fiction and nonfiction for youth. In my research, not a single story denied the enthusiasm of August 1914.

In their fictions, the authors structured their plots and shaped their characters by spinning the \textit{Burgfrieden} and “the Spirit of 1914” into a theme of reconciliation. They followed a simple but effective structure to cast the war positively: The young protagonist had a longstanding conflict or problem, but the war provided the key opportunity for a resolution. There were many variations. Schoolboys who were arch nemeses before the war became great friends while on the front. War let two brothers resolve their years-long acrimony. Combat brought together friends whose petty parents had severed their close ties in childhood. Lovers from different social classes demonstrated their patriotism in 1914, and each convinced their previously skeptical parents of their beloved’s worth. Orphans discovered their foster parents’
generosity. War gave outcasts the opportunity to earn respect from the communities that had ostracized them. In all these plots, the harmony and unity brought by war was the nostrum for the most intractable personal problems. “The Spirit of 1914” rejuvenated in a most intimate sense, bringing the estranged closer together.

In these patriotic home-front plots, male youth gained not only closeness in relationships but also authority over parents. Most of the young male characters noted that the war initiated them into adulthood unexpectedly. Many plots centered on a family drama in which a young secondary schoolboy announced his intentions to volunteer; in some cases, his decision earned him his parents’ immediate approbation, but other times, the mother cried or the father was reluctant, concerned about the boy’s maturity and the future of his studies. The drama of the nation then played out within the German family: The resolution of the conflict came after the boy convinced his parents that volunteering was a national duty.

Notably, in all the stories where both parents denied permission, the schoolboy absconded to the front against their wills. In pitting the patriotic intentions of male youth against the desires of their parents, these plots reshaped the themes of revolt popular in prewar youth fiction. They also laid the foundation for the legend that Germany lost the war because parents had failed their more patriotic sons.

Religious ideas in youth literature further justified the war while mitigating the personal responsibility of German citizens: Poetry, fiction, and nonfiction commonly invoked the concept that neither politicians nor citizens but rather God alone decided the national destiny in the war. The authors suggested that a person could bring peace only through faith, patriotism, and self-sacrifice. For this reason, characters in a host of articles, novels, poems, and short stories had a spirited toleration. Wounded soldiers refrained from telling their loved ones about their injuries. Children who endured the absence of their fathers were called heroes. The authors implied that war misery built character, ensured victory, and preserved national unity and greatness. The religious in the countryside and the urban middle classes accordingly suppressed protest against sending millions of soldiers to their deaths. This willingness to submit matched the strident language of the High Command’s request after 1915 for Germans to hold out for victory.

**Adventures and Violence on the Front**

A remarkable feature of youth war literature was that when a male protagonist arrived at the front, his character development usually ended entirely. Lacking intimate knowledge of conditions on the front, or perhaps fearful that the truth would make youth reject the war, some authors digressed to chronicle Germany’s military victories, without any reference to their protagonists. In the other novels, technical depictions of soldiers doing their duty in combat replaced characterization. These descriptions mimicked adult war literature in portraying action devoid of human feeling. Front novels had a style from which few authors deviated: Like the subsequent war stories by Ernst Jünger and others, youth literature in 1914 and 1915...
described a war of movement with little “judgment or expressed emotion” and with many things like boots, helmets, bodies, food, and artillery. When a fictional male youth arrived on the front, he became a monolithic, machine-like German soldier. He was loyal and fierce and lacked all personality.

The authors always described a war of movement in the stories written after 1914, even though they contradicted the conditions of trench warfare and stalemate on the Western front. When their portrayals became less believable in the later years of the war, authors turned to the air and the sea in literature that focused on the quick actions of zeppelins, warplanes, torpedo boats, submarines, cruisers, and mine layers. The most popular of these war stories chronicled the true adventure of the *Emden*, the German cruiser torpedoed in the Indian Ocean in 1914 after it had sunk 16 British ships and forced seven others to surrender cargo. (While the *Emden* sank, its landing crew was destroying British Cable and Wireless installations on Direction Island; captured by the British, the landing crew broke out, hijacked a fishing boat, and hightailed to the safety of Germany.) In addition to the *Emden*, the authors celebrated the exploits of a handful of warships: the torpedo boat *S 90*, the submarine *U 9* piloted by Captain Weddigen, and the cruisers *Möwe* and SMS *Wolf*. In these depictions, the superiority of German technology made victory swift. The stories portrayed the war as an exciting adventure with the big toys of the generals.

Ignoring the reality of an ugly war of attrition, the authors described a sanitized war of movement. The danger was extreme but the soldiers rarely died: Without bloodshed, they located enemy posts, captured enemy prisoners, carried away unexploded 125 kilogram shells, saved comrades on sinking ships, extinguished flames in munitions depots under heavy fire, and ventured out of bunkers for missions during artillery barrages. In the climax of almost all the war novels, the protagonist earned the Iron Cross; in one such story, an Iron Cross stopped a bullet and saved a life.

In the handful of stories in which soldiers did die, the deaths were always the hero’s death, a sacrifice and an honor, involving a willingness to die for the glory of the Fatherland. This hero’s death was far from a new concept. Industrial killing in the First World War eroded the idea that war was magnanimous, but in 1914 and 1915 the idea still persisted that war was noble and chivalrous. Airmen on the Western front still respected their enemies by throwing wreaths on their victims. Army officers taken prisoner signed parole cards, left POW camps, and had a shave and a meal in town. Aristocrats and middle-class elites still ran the armies of Germany and Europe in 1914. War for them was like dueling: It was their way to win and protect honor. Notions of chivalry and honor, key concepts in what George Mosse called “the myth of the war experience,” led to the publication in youth literature of the slogans like “many enemies—much honor.” Georg Gellert, editor of the *Berliner General-Zeitung* and the most successful author for youths during the war, used this idea to elevate a male youth’s extreme perils into a situation to be envied: “How happy he would have been to give his life when he could do his service to the
Fatherland.” “I see tomorrow a great future brought to Germany,” a boy in another story dreamed. “I see my Fatherland at the height of its power as the Empire of Europe—a goal we can all be happy to die for.” Far from a brutal dragging by Achilles, the hero’s death palliated pain: I did not find a single description of a German soldier who died in anguish. There were no Hectors in the German youth literature of the First World War: Every soldier’s death was peaceful or glorious.

This war literature justified determination and fantastic courage to the young readers. In the front novels and stories, the young protagonists almost without exception survived ferocious battles and showed extraordinary courage. The male youth’s military acumen and composure invariably brought about a dramatic victory, often single-handedly. In other words, the stories were gross exaggerations. “Hold out,” a young soldier thought under heavy fire, with enemy bayonets flashing and all his comrades dead or wounded. “Just come through with honor.” He fired his weapon, and “every shot hit its target.” One protagonist captured a thousand prisoners. In another novel, five men alone killed 800 Russians. Danger only whetted soldiers’ appetites for more war: “I would most like to be sent back into the battle—to victory!” a soldier thought after a fierce counterattack, relaxing with coffee and a cigar.

The optimism about a German victory was often personified in the representation of Hindenburg. The single most popular figure in biographical and anecdotal articles, the general had entire sections of magazines dedicated to him on his birthdays. The editors of these magazines hailed him as one of the all-time greatest German leaders. Looming larger than life in a picture book, he was portrayed as a gigantic Zeus, with one foot in Germany and one in Russia, commanding troops advancing on Petrograd. While poems extolled Hindenburg’s military genius, fiction emphasized the general’s personal magnanimity. Invariably, these articles disseminated his optimism about German nationalism and military superiority. For example, they quoted the general: “When with God’s help the entire German people remains unified in its will to victory, a world full of enemies can no longer get us.” For youth in the First World War who read war literature, Hindenburg attained nothing short of cult status.

Though many characters had masculinity based on honor and chivalry, far more had a strenuous masculinity: The soldiers killed coldly for victory and embraced brutal revenge. In some cases, these violent soldiers were Germany’s enemies, particularly Russian Cossacks. Authors depicted them racially, as ugly, lawless savages, who callously murdered women and children. But in most cases, the soldiers violently seeking revenge were Germans. Furious Germans wanted blood, and their cavalry massacred enemy troops ruthlessly. Germans killed recalcitrant prisoners through asphyxiation and beatings. Graphic depictions of bayonet attacks were common:
Like wild devils our Styrians and Tyrolese cut and jabbed, a deafening cry filled the air, and we hit with rifle butts so madly that the Serbians' skulls shattered, and though some good comrades bit the dust, the enemy could not withstand the vehement attack.63

In many cases, the authors wrote that the killings brought pleasure:

Oh, the joy to shoot the piece of junk into flames and to pepper it until disturbed ants overwhelmed their piles, a swarming mass of fleeing troops backwards over the fields into the village! And after them, on them, mercilessly! Spoil their return home! Hunt them to the interior of France, or nail them down so that they can't even bend a German hair.64

The authors described killings as if they were easy target practice:

The first—jumps up!—shot in the head!—dead! The second—jumps up!—shot in the head!—dead! The 3rd—4th—5th—6th—7th—8th—9th—the same!65

Like the descriptions of war popularized by Ernst Jünger, these stories even suggested that war was erotic.66

Though all the belligerent nations had an imperialist war literature during and before the war, German youth war literature was the most graphic in violence. British publishers were cautious about offering boys sensationalist war stories. War had a limited place, for example, in England's most popular youth weekly, The Boy's Own Paper. French youth war literature portrayed the French soldiers as the peace-lovers and the Germans as the savages. By contrast, in German youth war literature, the most brutal soldiers were German.67 Moreover, for adult as well as youth literature, the hegemony of prowar sentiment and the absence of most criticism were most extreme in Germany. In contrast to France, where pacifist war novels were published by Henri Barbusse in 1915 and Ronald Dorgelès in 1916, Germany produced not a single successful antiwar novel until Erich Maria Remarque's All Quiet on the Western Front in 1928. Before All Quiet, German war literature rarely offered the common soldier's grim view of war. Authors of German war literature for adults and youth alike were either nationalist elites who lacked firsthand knowledge of the front or army officers who believed even after 1918 that military conflict produced "pure and noble comradeship" and developed strenuous masculinity. For these reasons, the image of the heroic soldier persisted in literature in 1918 and beyond, despite the senseless slaughter of millions.68

The War Penny Dreadfuls

It would be controversial to draw conclusions about German youth if the evidence was limited to prescriptive literature or fictional stories alone. But the commercial success of war penny dreadfuls shows that boys went to great efforts to procure male fantasies of war. Moreover, the disapproval of these stories across the political
spectrum shows that German male youth indulged in violence and nationalism in a way that deviated from a more sober and prudish adult culture. The demand for penny dreadfuls accordingly constituted a nascent generational conflict over how civilians of different ages wanted to understand the war.

Before the war, the penny dreadfuls—cheap, 30-page pamphlets that were one of the first imports of American mass culture into Europe—offered detective, love, adventure, and "Wild West" stories, cast in coarse and exaggerated language. After German presses first began publishing them in the 1870s, they grew immensely popular among youth of all social classes. An estimated 250 million per year were published in Germany in the decade before 1914 (there were approximately 12 million youths in Germany ages 6 to 18).69 Across Western Europe and North America, they were one of the first mass consumer pleasures that brought businesses big profits but pitted adults against youths. Between 1900 and 1920, penny dreadfuls together with the cinemas, radio, automats, jazz clubs, and dance halls contributed to a mass consumerism in which young people forged a modern youth culture by asserting their independence and difference from adult culture.

Modern American youth culture in the 1910s and 1920s was relatively innocuous in comparison to the part of Germany's that formed under the extreme nationalism and militarism of the war. Whereas in the United States penny dreadfuls followed the benign plots of Mutt and Jeff, the Katzenjammer Kids, and Little Nemo, in Germany after 1914 they focused on war and chauvinism. In August 1914, a dozen publishers dropped the American-inspired detective and cowboy stories, and by April 1916 they had printed no fewer than 18 series and 70 issues that celebrated the violence and patriotism of the war. They followed the model of other war literature in developing a strenuous masculinity based on fierce nationalism and war enthusiasm.70

Adults sharply criticized these penny dreadfuls. Before the war the commercial success of penny dreadfuls had exasperated both middle-class and Socialist reformers who worried that they damaged youth's good character. These reformers consequently campaigned to ban them under the 1900 youth clause of the Lex Heinze, the law regulating pornography. In 1910 they succeeded in creating a central registrar to blacklist them, and in the years preceding the war, their campaign against penny dreadfuls gained momentum; it was in fact one of the few reform movements in which the entire political spectrum—Conservatives, Socialists, Catholics, and most Liberals—reached consensus. But before 1915 the liberal German press laws and the powerful publishing interests thwarted any outright bans.71

To fight the war, the military needed the myth that soldiering made boys men, but this myth came into conflict from 1915 on with reformers who believed that, in the absence of the moral influence of so many men, youth were increasingly endangered and wayward (verwahrlost). Like mainstream youth war literature—that is, hardcover books—the penny dreadfuls earned praise for instilling in young boys enthusiasm for the war, but reviewers censured them for their "inordinate
exaggeration” and excessive “stimulation of fantasy.”72 The critics were disturbed by characters who had the powers of demigods: “Usually a young hero appears, the more like a boy the better, who achieves the most astonishing heroic deeds, weathers the most unbelievable dangers, and is completely responsible that our army wins this or that battle or conquers this or that fortification.”73 The critics were above all concerned that the penny dreadfuls stimulated the imagination in boys, goading them to behave inappropriately for their age:

The urge for adventure, which arises powerfully in all our young boys due to the events of the war, is skillfully exploited and kindled by glorifying hundreds and thousands of young volunteer soldiers. Most join the army against the will or without the knowledge of their parents or guardians; they wear civilian clothing or the uniform of their military youth company, hide themselves in artillery cannons, boxes of ammunition, or automobile seats; end up in the middle of the fiercest battle; show themselves to be infinitely superior not only to soldiers in bravery, prowess, and sharp shooting but also to military leaders in acuity, resourcefulness, and strategy; and against powers ten times greater, they turn a hopeless situation into success lightening fast and are presented before at least a General, but possibly Hindenburg or the Kaiser himself, with the Iron Cross, in a neat uniform, introduced as a model soldier.74

After 1916, when criticism in the pedagogical press became more common, Wolgast and others pointed out that this content and language in fact differed little from many of the hardcover books, such as those by Georg Gellert.75 But their points drowned in a sea of revulsion. The publishers of hardcover war literature had cozy relationships with army censors and publicists. Both recognized the stories were too beneficial for the war effort to consider banning them. By contrast, the small publishers of war penny dreadfuls lacked financial and political influence. Moreover, publishers of hardcover literature kept quiet about the bans; they stood to benefit financially by forcing youth to buy their more expensive books. Consequently, Social Democrats, Liberals, Catholics, Conservatives, and middle-class as well as working-class parents all agreed that that youth needed to be kept from the penny dreadfuls. A broad spectrum of adults asked the deputy commanding generals to censor them, and generals in four districts complied through decrees legal under the Law of Siege.

Male youth made great efforts to circumvent these bans, however. Because the penny dreadfuls remained immensely popular, a black market for them quickly emerged, and boys rumbled through recycling bins, picking them out for resale.76 When one teacher in a public elementary school in Magdeburg tried to stymie this black market by pressuring his schoolboys to give up their penny dreadfuls, he quickly collected over a thousand.77 In Essen, schoolboys were less cooperative. In order to confiscate them, the school board had to offer a day off from school for every public elementary class that turned in a hundred issues. They were surprised when, in a few weeks, boys turned in thousands of issues.78 Facing food protests,
labor strife, and stalemate on the fronts, deputy commanding generals in the other 20 districts were hesitant to use their limited resources keeping lurid paperbacks from kids. Youth and adults thus had ample opportunities to smuggle issues to the districts that had banned them. Furthermore, with state censorship offices weakened by shortages of personnel and overburdened with containing public dissent, publishers eluded the censors by distributing new titles before they got on the blacklist.79

The popularity of war penny dreadfuls suggests that both middle-class and working-class male youths broke laws to obtain a masculine fantasy about the war. This fantasy celebrated its violence and indulged in the militarism and nationalism of young volunteers. The mania for war penny dreadfuls despite the bans suggests that many male youth had developed a set of militarist and nationalist values at odds with those of most adults.

The Legacy of Youth War Literature
The authors of youth literature, key agents in providing youth with information about the war, asserted that war ended Germany’s political conflicts, spread patriotism, reconciled previously hostile social groups, offered opportunities for immortality, elevated the German nation, and turned boys into men. Some of this exuberance about the war declined after 1915, when secondhand descriptions of the horrors—in letters from the front and in conversations with soldiers on leave—increasingly contradicted the official cheerful pronouncements. But most authors continued to believe it was their duty to mobilize youth in support of the war. After 1915 they still broadcast the message that the sacrifice of war was necessary for boys to achieve manhood and Germany to win honor. The commercial success of their books shows that they found a market for this idea among youth, and boys in particular. Civilian and military authorities, who had an interest in securing this cohort of male youth as future soldiers, therefore did not need to produce propaganda in the first years of the war. The War Press Office, the state’s propaganda apparatus, was not operational until 1917. It was always tiny in comparison to the legion of the middle-class patriotic authors who reached readers from all social classes.80 Some historians have claimed that after 1916 war was imposed on the German people by the dictatorial government under Generals Hindenburg and Ludendorff.81 This view ignores the substantial middle-class support for the war. Though the German armies endorsed many of the war books for youth, they never commissioned authors to write them or forced youth to read them.

The memory of this voluntary patriotic mobilization was later a key component in the political movements that turned Germans into Nazis.82 Furthermore, the “stab-in-the-back legend,” the myth that Germany lost the war because the working class weakened the army by striking, contained the idea that most Germans sustained their patriotism in the later years of the war. The search for enemies within Germany after
the shock of defeat was particularly common among males who experienced the First World War as youth—historians have long known that they were overrepresented in fascist and other radical right political organizations who fought leftist insurgents after 1918. Many historians have argued that their disaffection with liberalism and anger against socialism resulted from their particular troubles after 1918: The return of soldiers and the transition to a peacetime economy displaced youths and made them more vulnerable to inflation and unemployment than any other age group. Furthermore, whereas the moderate political parties generally ignored their plight, radical organizations glorified their young vigor and offered them numerous opportunities to vent their anger. Anecdotal biographical evidence suggests that young men’s fantasies about war also played an important role. In memoirs, the most spirited advocates of fascism claimed that, despite their suffering, they had wanted to prove their manhood on the front at the end of the war. Unlike those born before 1900, these males of the war youth generation never had their fantasies of war contradicted by the sobering reality of the trenches; the few who managed to volunteer before age 18 saw little action on the Western front. Defeat and descent into revolution challenged these boys’ idea that Germany was united and superior, and with Germany demilitarized after 1918, they lacked an outlet to prove their manhood and Germany’s greatness. Consequently, they streamed into paramilitary groups to fight a perceived internal enemy that had supposedly caused Germany’s loss in the war. The myths of the war experience had dominated the books and magazines that members of the war youth generation read more than the reading material of those a few years older. It is not too far-fetched to suppose that a good number of them had absorbed these myths and were acting on them after 1918 when they participated in fascist and other right-wing political violence.
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